
GAWKER AND GIZMODO ARE THE ACTUAL ANUSES OF
THE INTERNET

- Gawker and Gizmodo sell hatchet job services to
Obama, The DNC, Google and Elon Musk



Ex-Gay, Former Porn Star Joseph Sciambra …
"Anal sex would release into the world these rare demonic entities
that even in the body could be conceived this, um, devil, it would
be given birth to anally, not physically it was more of a spiritual
body.&quot; - Joseph Sciambra, who once had to have his
sphincter stitched shut (it might still be stitched).
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joseph-sciambra — Gawker
"Anal sex would release into the world these rare demonic entities
that even in the body could be conceived this, um, devil, it would
be given birth to anally, not physically it was more of a spiritual
body."
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Kirk Cameron Could Barely Hear Jesus as H…
Kirk Cameron, God's chosen actor, knows that the heavenly father
is real because no one's ever seen a half-crocodile, half-duck
called a Crocoduck, though that is most likely because Kirk
Cameron made it up.
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A Horror Game That May Be Hidden In The …
In the deep corners of the internet, a video is said to game exist.
It's called "Sad Satan," and it's a horror game unlike any other I've
come across.Sad Satan cannot be bought at GameStop, nor can
it be downloaded digitally via traditional storefronts like Steam.
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 Swallowed By Satan By Joseph C. Sci…
Swallowed By Satan By Joseph C. Sciambra ... Satan Loves
Anal, ... Joseph sciambra News, Video and Gossip - Gawker -

PDF
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"I Don't Like Human Beings": A Chat with Th…
Gawker: What are your ... in which inmates are attached mouth-
to-anus in a removable manner, is implemented. ... I don't like
human beings, specifically.
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Tabloid - The New York World News Sentinal
click each item to expand it: study shows univision to be single
largest cause of rape in america univisions sexist, rape-culture,
woman-abusing corporation is targeted for boycott, black-listing
and exposure read the detailed public domain court records and
insider reports about the tabloid empire of gawker media that was
created as an ...
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Fuck you, Gawker • r/pics - reddit
Gawker and/or io9 could be run by Satan himself and rape small
children daily, ... You had me at "Fuck you, Gawker." ... Gawker is
the actual anus of the internet.
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Tabloid - The Los Angeles Tribune News
READ THE DETAILED PUBLIC DOMAIN COURT RECORDS
AND INSIDER REPORTS ABOUT THE TABLOID EMPIRE
OF GAWKER MEDIA THAT WAS ... How Nick Denton Crawled
Up Into Satan'sAnus ...
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